
NU1
PIANOS & KEYBOARD INSTRUMENTS - HYBRID PIANOS

The NU1 combines the superb natural feel of a real piano action with the innovation of digital

technology.

The Touch that Inspires

Introducing the NU1, a hybrid piano from Yamaha that combines the traditions of an acoustic instrument with the

innovation of digital technology. Featuring the same acoustic piano action used in Yamaha upright pianos, and a

refined, compact design, the NU1 is the perfect choice to bring the renowned Yamaha sound to any home.

• The superb natural feel of a real piano action

• Experience the stunning sound of Yamaha’s premier concert grand piano in the comfort of your home

• Alluring elegance that complements any room

Features

The superb natural feel of a real piano action

The touch and feel of a piano is vitally important to any pianist,

whether they’re just starting out or playing at a professional

level. The NU1 delivers an authentic playing experience that is

almost indistinguishable from that of an acoustic piano. With the

same action and natural wood keys as used in Yamaha’s finest

upright pianos, the NU1 offers a realistic feel that is sure to

inspire.
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Features

Experience the stunning sound of Yamaha’s premier concert grand piano in the comfort of your home

The NU1 features sound carefully sampled from one of the finest instruments that

Yamaha has ever made—the CFX full concert grand piano. To complement its

sparkling highs and full-bodied bass, the NU1 utilizes newly-developed acoustic

technology unique to Yamaha to reproduce the characteristic resonance felt when

playing an acoustic piano.

Alluring elegance that complements any room

The elegant simplicity of the NU1 blends effortlessly into any

setting, adding an air of distinction without being imposing.

Inheriting the superb sound and playability of the AvantGrand

series of pianos, the NU1 offers the warmth and natural

presence of an acoustic instrument in a stylish, compact form.

(bench not included)

Specifications

Color/Finish

Cabinet Color Polished Ebony

Finish Polished

Specifications

Size/Weight

Dimensions Width 1,501mm (59-1/8")

Height 1,024mm (40-5/16")

Depth 463mm (18-1/4")

Weight Weight 109kg (240lbs., 5oz.)
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Specifications

Control Interface

Keyboard Number of Keys 88

Type Acrlic resin (white keytops)

Pedal Number of Pedals 3

Half Pedal Yes

Keyboard Keyboard Action Specialized Upright Piano Action

Tactile Response System (TRS) -

Cabinet

Key Cover Soft-Close Fallboard Yes

Music Rest Yes

Voices

Tone Generation Tone Generating Technology CFX Sampling

Polyphony Number of Polyphony (Max.) 256

Preset Number of Voices 5

Effects

Types Reverb Yes

Songs

Recording Number of Songs 10

Number of Tracks 1

Data Capacity 550KB (approx.)

Recording Function Yes

Preset Number of Preset Songs 50

Functions

Overall Controls Metronome Yes

Tempo Range 5-500

Transpose Yes

Tuning Yes

Scale Type 7 types

Amplifiers and Speakers

Amplifiers (40W + 40W) x 2

Speakers (16cm + 1.9cm) x 2

Spatial Acoustic Speaker System -

Soundboard Resonator -

Power Supply

Power Supply AC Inlet
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